Painting Technology Accessories

Small Agitator
Compressed air driven agitator with continuously variable rotation speed
and base. Ideal for quick on-site preparation of smaller paint container.
Different wavelengths available.

Pressure container
In different sizes, direct filling or for placing paint buckets directly in the
container. The paint bucket version is also available with agitator
adapter. Operating pressure up to 6 bar, wetted parts in stainless steel
(optionally).

Pneumatic gear agitator
Compressed air operated agitator, very powerful due to gear
reduction. Available depending on the application with different
agitating vanes and shaft lengths. Optional adapter for drum cover
(stainless steel) fixation.

Flow heater VULKAN
Maintenance-free, explosion-proof material flow heater for conversion to
hot spraying. The application enables higher layer thicknesses, constant
material processing parameters at outside temperature fluctuations while
saving solvent and working time. Up to 350 bar working pressure.

Hosepacks ND / HD
Available in customized lengths for low pressure
and high pressure (air-assisted/airless).
Standard connections: ¼" (air) and M16x1.5
(material), other on request.

Single column lifting unit
Pneumatic lifting unit heavy duty, freely
rotatable. Lifting height 1000 mm, suitable for
drums up to 200 liters. Manufactured from
galvanized precision steel tube, with shaft
sinking speed regulation.

Suction/gravity cup sup. device
Combined suction and gravity cup supply
device from 4.5 liters gravity cup, suction
device with coarse filter and ball valve for
two-way switching.

Double gravity cup supply device
Consisting of two 4.5-liter gravity cups and ball
valve for two-way switching. Suitable for all
established types of equipment, for efficient
processing of small quantities.

HD Material pressure agitator
Stainless steel finish. Control range up to
270 bar. Available for three different control
pressure ranges. Available in admission
pressure and as a back-pressure version.

ND Material pressure agitator
Stainless steel finish. Also available with
pneumatic adjustment. Regulation pressure
range up to 22 bar. Available for three different
control pressure ranges.

HD material filter type 31
High pressure filter for pumps. Stainless
steel design, with pressure release device.
Pressure range up to 300 bar. Filter inserts
are available separately in various sizes.

Air control/maintenance units
For controlling / pretreatment of the supply air
pressure of pneumatic equipment. Freely
combinable elements such as water separator
or fine filters available, various sizes /
connections possible.

This brochure shows only a selection from our range of accessories. We will inform you about further additional tools and equipment among 0911 3477-0.

